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Abstract: Mining frequent item-sets is an important concept

1.1. The psuedocode for apriori algorithm

that deals with fundamental and initial task of data mining.

)

Apriori is the most popular and frequently used algorithm
for finding frequent item-sets which is preferred over other
algorithms like FP-growth due to its simplicity. For
improving the time efficiency of Apriori algorithms, Jiemin
Zheng

introduced

Bit-Apriori

algorithm

with

the

≠

enhancement of support count and special equal support

)

pruning with respect to Apriori algorithm. In this paper, a
novel Bit-Apriori algorithm, that deletes infrequent items
,t)

during trie2 and subsequent tries are proposed which can
be used in pharmacovigilance to identify the adverse event.
Index Terms: Pharmacovigilance, Data mining, Adverse
Events
I. INTRODUCTION
Data mining deals with extracting meaningful patterns
from huge datasets using hybridized method involving
computational intelligence, artificial intelligence. Therefore,

1.2. The psuedocode for bit- apriori algorithm

the study of frequent item-sets mining is important in frequent
Bit-Apriori uses the data structure and techniques of

pattern mining . An attempt is made in the present work to

Apriori [1] algorithm. The pseudo code for Bit-Apriori is

prune unimportant patterns in the item-sets mining.

shown below.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
An important challenge for medical industry in developing
new drug is the Adverse Drug Reaction (ADR) which is the
fourth leading cause for death. The study of the adverse drug
reactions

of

the

newly

released

drugs

is

called

Pharmacovigilance which educate the people on the benefit
and risk of drugs and warn them. Data mining algorithms are
very useful in finding commonly occurring ADRs due to the
drugs. The pseudo code for Apriori is given below.
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around the world and stored in a database called FAERS. The
adverse reaction due to specific drug is extracted from this
database and preprocessed for analysis using data mining
techniques. On applying the proposed algorithm the
Using the algorithm, a trie with binary string in each leaf is

frequently occurring adverse event can easily be identified

established, except for non-frequent ones is shown in below

and appropriate remedy can be taken

IV. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
Fig. 1. Trie At Second Generation

A new algorithm has been developed which deletes the
infrequent items during the trie2 and subsequent iterations.
The removal of infrequent items results in improvement in
computation time. The pseudo code for the proposed
algorithm is shown in Table 1.

Table 1 Psuedocode For Proposed Algorithm

During the consequent iterations, element ‘E’ can be ignored
by considering it as non-frequent item set. The computation
time can be considerably reduced when the non- frequent item
sets are removed.

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
To find out frequent item-sets, both Apriori[3] and
Bit-Apriori[1] algorithms used to search elements in the entire
item-sets starting from 1 to N. When the total support count
for an item is zero or lesser than the support count, then the
elements are not required for the consecutive iterations. While
forming tires Apriori and Bit-Apriori algorithms are
considering these elements. Hence there is a scope for
improvement by eliminating such items during tries
formation. An enhanced algorithm is proposed to improve the
performance, resource utilization, time and efficiency.

The adverse events that happened because of
medical drugs and medication errors are collected from
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Fig. 3. Execution Time Of Algorithms

The proposed algorithm consumes considerably a lesser
amount of time compared to Bit-Apriori and Apriori
Fig. 2. Trie After Completion

algorithms. Interesting finding is that, when the occurrence of
non-frequent item-sets is higher, then the execution time gets
reduced drastically. The experimental result shows that the

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

proposed algorithm not only decreases the computation time

The algorithm designed is tested and the experimental

but also decreases the resources used.

results are shown in Fig. 3.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, the modified Bit-Apriori technique improves
the performance of Bit-Apriori, by eliminating the search of
infrequent item-sets. It also improves the computational
efficiency. Experimental results prove that modified
Bit-Apriori algorithm outperforms the fast Bit-Apriori,
especially when the occurrence of the non-frequent item-sets
is more. When the database is large, the Bit-Apriori may
suffer from the problem of memory scarcity due to large
number of bitwise operations. Future work can be done in the

Fig. 3. Execution Time Of Algorithms

direction of replacing bitwise operations.
The proposed algorithm consumes considerably a lesser
amount of time compared to Bit-Apriori and Apriori
algorithms. Interesting finding is that, when the occurrence of
non-frequent item-sets is higher, then the execution time gets
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reduced drastically. The experimental result shows that the
proposed algorithm not only decreases the computation time
but also decreases the resources used.
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